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A book that brings back the joy in eating healthy! Many thanks for this fabulous resource for our
kitchens and homes. Awesome book amazing author! I've a MS in nutrition, and see customers
everyday that are trying to find the pleasure in eating healthy. I've cooked several dishes from
this book. Healthy and plant-based with helpful cooking tips. The mixture of flavors and
substances showcase just how tasty it could be to eat well, inspiring you to explore and try even
more. She showed us the book 'Real Food for Healthy People: A Recipe and Reference Guide for
Whole Meals Plant Based Cooking' and we had been shocked to observe how easy it was to read,
the illustrations and how to cook the items, and also nutrition information. Her presentation
motivated me to have the book which is usually beautifully done and the recipes appearance
delicious I heard the writer speak in Sarasota Florida about longevity and the connection to diet
plan. And her starting chapters on foundational culinary abilities and stocking “the basics”, with
her attention to individual spices and herbs for their health benefits, sets up your pantry and
kitchen for success, to make the change to a healthier, tastier method of eating. A reward - her
dishes, including her desserts and snacks, are gluten free of charge. I purchased this because I
wanted to try something new, and the author has supplied that for me. Tasty while being healthy
and the environment Even though some of the ingredients, such as quinoa, I've never found in
cooking this reserve provides very straightforward and easy to check out recipes. We have only
started working our method through the publication and also have been really happy with the
results - incredibly tasty and did not miss added fats!. Us cooks at home often and well, we had
been interested in moving more towards a plant structured diet both for our health and wellness
and the environment and this book is a good introduction. This class/book has given new
meaning to my eating habits and health. You will find a unique not on your own pantry shelf
elements and dishes that pack nutritional healing purpose for the body. Pans and the various
kinds of basic knives that a lot of books assume you already have. This book also offers a lot of
information on different herbal remedies and spices and the effect they could have on your
body, then it goes into detail about how to grill without needing oil I really learned a lot of
things from purchasing this publication. It also has quality recipes that I tried and proved alright
this book was written by Carol D’Anca MSW LDN in fact it is not so long, 9 chapters, however the
recipes would appeal to healthy people and are plant based it offers breakfast, lunch time,
soups, salads, deserts, and snacks. Recipes that make ordinary ingredients extraordinary My
friends and I have dinner parties, and one of the things we prefer to do is to try to make new
dishes. One dinner I went to there were four dishes that me and my friends did not recognize,
after we ate it we had been raving how good it was. We had been badgering the host to provide
us the recipe, as we wanted to make it on her behalf own. The tastes are bright and enticing, yet
contain very little of the excess fat of normal quality recipes. Great book, I recommend it! The
illustrations are gorgeous, the recipes are specific to make it appealing. For my personal
preference on a few of the dishes I added a bit more or just a little less based on my tastes and
the ones I am cooking food for. It gives a good baseline to start. I do nothing like spending a lot
of time purchasing or cooking but actually look forward to it lately just so that we can try a new
recipe. I would seriously recommend this publication. While I make an effort to prepare at least
2 or more times weekly per the books quality recipes, I be prepared to see myself cooking 5
days weekly. It does consider an adjustment, but once you start, at least for me, you begin to
crave this kind of cooking and appearance forward to the next recipe or try to improve on one.
I've cooked almost everything in this book and all the dishes feel light-weight and pleasant, yet
you do get that full feeling. Clear, tasty, and beautifully presented Just what a beautiful book! I
really like cookbooks and want to try new ways to cook.I will be sharing this book not merely



with my clients, but my colleagues, as well. It works for sort of fall health "tune up" have
begun--and I'm excited after my experiments so far. Her presentation inspired me to have the
publication which is beautifully completed and the dishes look delicious.. Express YES to the
publication! I have been recently switching to a plant based diet for health reasons. I will
definitely be sharing this with friends and family! I'm a devoted cookbook hound, like
vegetables and also have been available to today's health trend to heal myself with food for
quite sometime. This book provides plant based recipes which can make the changeover from
the Standard American Diet plan (SAD) to a kinder dietary choice easier. Source Guild for Whole
Food Plant Based Cooking is not just another cook book, it includes all the points you will need
to be effective in everything you prepare, an example would be proper equipment essential to
do the job.... Here's an ideal holiday present for my relatives and buddies with INTENTION. Really
worth the purchase. The recipes in Carol's book are amazing! The dishes are easy to check out
with ingredients that are easily obtainable. We produced four vegan meals and the food was so
excellent, I am now eating quality recipes like hers in this cookbook.. Real Meals for Healthy
People by Carol D'Anca is truly a book deliberately with HEALING Purpose: Healthy cooking a bit
beyond your box. The dishes in Carol's publication are perfect! It is a good book to give to
someone that wants to start to eat more healthy, and wants to cook items that are actually
edible. I had the pleasure of going for a cooking/dining course at Carol's home. I purchased it at
a Northwestern cardiology co-sponsored "Food as Medicine" conference and find this content
scientifically solid and the dishes both novel and delicious.?.? I recommend this publication and
resource guideline for individuals who want to consume a nutrient rich diet. A cookbook for a
plant structured way of eating that does not rely on dairy, fats, pasta, breads or other basic,
processed carbs to fill the plate. Great book by a very knowledgeable person. I've heard the
writer speak and she really knows her stuff with regards to nutrition. She also understands
having a family group and busy existence. Great recipes, smart way to lose weight and still eat
plenty and be heart healthy! The recipes are easy to check out with ingredients that are often
available Carol D'Anca is changing lives with her publication Real Food for Healthy People. The
dishes are easy to create and I like how each recipe has comments and tips. Who knew they
tasted so good when prepared correctly? Easy and delicious recipes. I am grateful to Ms. D'Anca
for pouring her healthy center into this masterpiece of design! I've uncovered a formulary that
finally fits-food as medicine! I do not really like spending a lot of . Why wait around until you are
confronted with a life threatening wellness crisis to want excellent health? It's a variety of yes
refreshing with convenience options. You will achieve remarkable results by following culinary
advise offered in this reserve. Ms. D'Anca also offers cooking food classes that are packed with
nutritional information in a calm fun environment, ending with a delicious plant structured meal.
Whether you're already vegan, a vegetarian, or just switching over - this is a book never to avoid!
I was lately honored to meet the writer!. I'm thinking . I was leery of the Roasted Lemon and Herb
Salad as roasting lemons (basic) and feeding on the skins in a salad had been new to me. She
actually is a gracious web host, fabulous cook and author.. She's inspired me to become
healthier and I simply love this cookbook which has recipes, tips and content. Easy and delicious
recipes. I have always tried to eat healthy, workout and stay fit. How to Cook Real Meals for
Healthy People, a Recipe & Can't wait around to try some of them.Not only are the recipes
delicious, but she explains each recipe in order to be adapted to other vegetables you have
readily available. Well written, clear instructions, and beautiful photos. After hearing her storyI
know she has poured her heart and soul into this publication for all those who wish to live a
healthier life with real foods! Many thanks Carol D'Anca! Hope she comes back to your area,



great presentation. . Real meals for a healthy me! Not merely does the writer introduce you to
brand-new ingredients, each ingredient's nutritional and health benefits are explained in
advance! year as a Christmas gift this past year and I really like it! I needed the Kindle edition to
take .?. I received this book last year as a Xmas gift this past year and I love it! I needed the
Kindle edition to take with me to the grocery store when buying ingredients. As a seasoned
family doc (pun intended) who has focused my whole career on looking after my patients
through the use of maximal lifestyle education and minimal medicine prescription, I look for this
cookbook to be a tremendous reference! Carol D’Anca’s Real Food for Healthful People, and her
lively recipes do just that. I am recommending it to colleagues and close friends, and prescribing
it to patients! Healthy and plant-centered with helpful cooking tips. I've cooked several dishes
from this publication. As an ICU RN for a long time, I've seen many problems in people because
of bad habits.Her culinary trained in Italy shines through in lots of of the dishes. I ended up
buying the book soon after I was launched to it, and now I'm making it for myself and my
children and unsuspecting close friends, who are normally meats and potato eaters. An Excellent
Reference for Enjoying a New Lifestyle of Eating Healthy Foods! This is an excellent book and
resource! We made four vegan dishes and the food was so good, I am now feeding on recipes
like hers in . I can’t believe they are also good for you! Finally! It's an experience, nothing scary.
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